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The Index of a Tangent 2-Field1)

by Emery Thomas (Berkeley)
Dedicated to Professor H. Hopf

1. Introduction

Let Mbe a connectée, smooth, Riemannian manifold, and let k be a positive integer.
By a k-field on M we mean an ordered set of k orthonormal tangent vector fields.
We say that M has a k-ûéld with finite singularises if there is a fc-field on the manifold
obtained from M by removing a finite number of points. Let (Xï9...9 Xk) be such a
fc-field. Choose a triangulation of M such that each singular point of the &-field lies in
the interior of a distinct m-simplex (m =dim M). Let p be a singular point, say in the

interior of theclosed simplex g. Suppose now that M is oriented. The tangent bundle
ofMrestricted to (ris then isomorphic to the trivial bundle a x Rm9 by an orientation
preserving isomorphism, and this isomorphism can be chosen to be compatible with
the standard Riemannian metric on axRm. Thus for each point q in a— {p} we

can regard (X1(q),..., Xk(q)) as an orthonormal fc-frame in Rm - thatis, as a point in
the Stiefel manifold VMfk. Since M is oriented the boundary of a, à, is then an
oriented (m — l)-sphere. By the above remarks one sees that the A>field restricted to
à gives amap à-+Vmk and the homotopy class of this map is then an élément of the

homotopy group ftm-i(FmJk). We define this homotopy class to be the index of the
&-field at the singular point/? (see Hopf [12], [13]), and write this Index (Xu...9 Xk)p.

Now let {pl9..., pr] be the set of singular points of the &-field. We define

Indexé,...,Xk) Xlndex(Z1,...,Xfc)PiG7rm.1(Fm,,).

One can show that this définition of the index agrées with the définition one
obtains via obstruction theory. (See §§ 29-34 in [24].) This implies that the définition
is independent of the choices made above; in particular it is independent of the
orientation of M. Also, from obstruction theory it follows that Index(X1?..., ^=0 iff
there is a A>field without singularities on M which coïncides with (Xl9..., Xk) on the

(m-2)-skeleton of M. (See 34.2 of [24].)
A 1-field X on M is simply a field of unit tangent vectors. Since Vm>l =(m-1)-

sphere and ?rm_1(Fm X)=Z, we may regard Index (X) as an integer. The celebrated
theorem of H. Hopf [12] states that if Zis a 1-field with finite singularities on a closed

manifold2) M, then

where %{M) dénotes the Euler characteristic of M.

x) Research supported by the National Science Foundation.
2) By using local coefficients one can define the index on a non-orientable manifold (See [24, §39.5].)
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Let (Xl9 X2) be a 2-field with finite singularises on a closed oriented manifold M
of dim m, with m>4. The index of (Xl9 X2) is then an élément of the homotopy
group 7rm-i(Km>2). This group dépends on theparity of m asis shown below (see [8]):

Z2 if m odd

Z ©Z2, if m even.

Thus if m is odd we can regard Index (Xl9 X2) as an integer mod 2. If m is even we
write

Index (Xl9 X2)=(Index0(Xl9 X2)9 Index2(Zt, X2%

where Index0(X1? X2)eZ9 Index2(Xl9 X2)eZ2. It is easily shown (see § 7 below) that
Index 0 (Xi, X2)=x(M). In a previous paper [27] we hâve proved: Ifm 2 or 3 mod 4,
and if (Xl9 X2) is a 2-field with finite singularities, then

Index2 (XuX2)=0, if m 2 (4),
Index (Xl9X2)=09 if m 3(4).

The purpose of this paper is to consider 2-fields on ra-manifolds where m 0, 1 mod 4.

The case of 4-manifolds has been completely solved by F. Hirzebruch and H.
Hopf [11]. For the rest of the section let M dénote a closed oriented manifold of
dim m, with m>4. Let wtMeHl(M; Z2) dénote the fth Stiefel-Whitney class of M,
/> 1. Recall (see § 39.1 in [24]) that if m is odd then M has a 2-field with finite
singularities iff ww_1M=0, while if m is even then M has such a 2-field iff ô* wm_2M=0.
(Hère S* dénotes the Bockstein coboundary from mod 2 coefficients to integer
coefficients.) Massey [17] has shown that if m is even then one always has

ô*wm_2M=0. Thus an orientable manifold of even dimension always has a 2-field
with finite singularities.

Define

If x+M is an even integer (as will be the case, for example, when m is odd), we define3)

an integer mod 2 by
£2M i;c+M mod 2.

We will prove the following resuit. (Recall that Mis called a spin manifold if w2M=0.)

Theorem 1.1. Let M be a closed spin manifold of dim 4 k +1, k>0, such that

w4kM=0. If(Xl9 X2) is any 2-field with finite singularities, then

As an immédiate conséquence we hâve

3) See Kervaire, Math. Ann. 131 (1956) 220.
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Corollary 1.2. Let M be a closed spin manifold o/dim 4k +1, k>0. Then M
has a 2-field without singularities if, and only if,

In case M is a 71-manifold, this is given as part of Theorem 2 in [6].
The case m 0 mod 4 requires an additional hypothesis. Let M be a manifold of

even dimension, say 2q. We call M symplectic if, for ail classes ueHq(M; Z2),
w2=0. We show below that if M is a spin manifold of dim 8 A:+ 4, k>0, then M is

symplectic. Also, we will show that if M is symplectic then w2qM=0, and so the
Euler characteristic of M is an even integer. Therefore, by Poincaré duality, it follows
that x+Mis also even and so %2M is defined. We will prove

Theorem 1.3. Let M be a closed spin manifold o/dim m, where m 0mod 4 and

m>4. Ifm Q mod 8 assume that M is symplectic. Then for any 2-field (Xl9 X2) with

finite singularities.

Suppose that dim M=4&, /:>0; set t/f=dim H^M; Z2). By Poincaré duality,

2 jL 4

X+M= Y

Therefore, 2/t-i/2/t-

\ï 0

and so if x(M) is even

In particular
0 if, and only if,

As a conséquence we hâve

Corollary 1.4. Let M be a closed spin manifold as in 1.3. Then M has a 2-field
without singularities if and only if %(M)=0.

Recall that a manifold M of even dimension 2q is said to hâve an almost-complex
structure if there is a complex ^-plane bundle œ over M such that the tangent bundle

of M is équivalent to the real bundle underlying co. Now this complex bundle œ has

a complex 1-field with finite singularities, and the index of this 1-field is simply
%{M) [19, pp. 61, 65]. Moreover the complex 1-field détermines a (real) 2-field on M
also with finite singularities and for this 2-field (Xl9 X2), Index2(Xl9 X2)=bw2qM,
beZ2. Thus by 1.3 and the computation given above for #2M, we obtain

Corollary 1.5. Let M be a closed spin manifold as in 13. IfM admits an almost-

complex structure, then the Euler characteristic of M is divisible by 4.
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This argument was originally used by Hopf [13] to show that S4 and Ss do not
admit almost-complex structures.

Let M be an m-manifold and let F=£r= i Vt dénote the Wu class [29]. That is, if
ueHm-i(M;Z2) then

where Sq1 dénotes the mod 2 Steenrod operator of degree /, i> 1. The Theorem of Wu
is that

wkM= isq^F,.,, k>l.
i 0

Thus if m is even, say m=2q,

But by définition, M is symplectic iff Vq =0, and so if M is symplectic then w2qM=0,
as asserted above. Also, by an easy extension of [16, Theorem III], one shows that if
M is a spin m-manifold, then F4fc+2=0, k>0 (since Sq2//m~2(M;Z2)=0). There-

fore if m 4 mod 8, M is symplectic as remarked above.

2. Proof of 1.1 and 1.3.

Throughout this section M will dénote a closed oriented m-manifold, with m 0

or 1 mod 4, m > 4. We will show in § 7 that if (Xl9 X2) is a 2-field on M with isolated

singularities, then the index is independent of the particular choice of 2-field. We define

a mod 2 integer, I2 M, by setting

I2M
flndex2 (Xl9X2), if m 0 (4)
{index (Xx, X2), if m 1 (4).

Let T dénote the Thom complex of the tangent bundle of M and UeHm(T; Z)
the Thom class (see [25], [19]). H*(T) can be regarded as a module over H* (M)
(integer or mod 2 coefficients). By Thom [25] the map JHrI(M)-^/fm+/(r), given by

X-+U-X, is an isomorphism for ail />0. Thus to détermine the mod 2 integer I2M
it suffices to compute U'(I2Mju), where fieHm(M;Z2) is the generator. For this we

will need a secondary cohomology opération.
Recall that one has the following Adem relation [2], when m 0, 1 mod 4.

(*) Sq'Sq^ + Sq'Sq^Sq^1.

If u is an intégral cohomology class of dim<m+1, then

Sq1w=0, Sqw+1u 0.
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Also, if m is even we can write

Sqm"i Sq1 Sqm"2 (<5*Sqm~2) mod 2.

Thus we hâve the following two non-stable relations:

m 0(4): Sq2(<5*Sqw"2) 0,
m l(4):Sq2Sqm-1=0, (2*1}

where in each case the relation obtains on intégral classes of dim<m.
Let Qm dénote a (non-stable) secondary cohomology opération associated with

each of the above relations, m 0,1 mod 4. (See [1] and [7].) Thus if Zis a space and

if ueHj(X; Z),j<m9 then Qm is defined on u, provided that

<5*SqM-2w=0 if m 0(4), Sqm~1M=0 if m 1(4).

Furthermore
Qm(u) isacosetin Hm+J(X;Z2)

of the subgroup
Sq2Hm+j~2(X;Z), if m 0(4),
Sq2Hm+J~2(X;Z2)9 if m 1(4).

We will prove

Theorem 2.2. Let M be a closed spin manifold ofàim m, where m 0 or 1 mod 4

and m>4. Ifm is odd assume that wm^1 M=0, while if m even assume that wmM=0.
Then the opération Qm is defined on the Thom class U and the opération can be chosen so

that

Qm(V)=V'(I2Mii).
with zéro indeterminacy.

This will be proved in § 7, following the method of Mahowald-Peterson [15].

(Theorem 2.2 is similar to Theorem 3.3.2 in [15], but the détails of our proof will be

somewhat différent as we will use the point of view of § 5 in [27]).
To prove 1.1 and 1.3 we need to compute the opération Qm. This is done as follows.

Assume that the tangent bundle of M has been given a Riemannian metric; let E
dénote the set of tangent vectors of length < 1, and let Ex dénote the set of vectors of
length 1. Then T=E/E1 the space obtained from E by collapsing E1 to a point).
Moreover the collapsing map induces an isomorphism

and so we regard the Thom class U equally well as a class in Hm(E, E1 ; Z). Milnor
shows in [19] that there is an isomorphism

e:H*(E, E1) « H*(M2, M2-diagonal),
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where M2 =MxM. LQtj:M2cz(M2, M2-diagonal) dénote the inclusion, and set

U j*e(U)eHm(M2;Z).

Now the isomorphism e is induced by maps and so commutes with ail cohomology
opérations. Thus Qm is defined on U. Assume that w2M=0. Then

Sq2Hm"2(M) 0, Sq2H2m"2(M2) 0,

and so Qm is defined with zéro indeterminacy on U and U. By naturality,

Qm(U)=j*eQm(U).

Buty* is injective (as remarked in [3]) and so

Qm(U) 0 if, and only if, Qm(U) 0.

Since a mod 2 integer is unchanged by squaring, we obtain from 2.2,

Proposition 2.3. Let M be a manifold as in 2.2. Then

To compute Qm(U) we reduce Umod 2. Consider the foliowing non-stable
relations (see (*)):

(q(5Sq) + SqSq=0,
m l^rSq'Sq"-1 + Sq^Sq"1"1 Sq1) 0,

^ ' }

where in each case the relation obtains on mod 2 classes of dim < m. Let Qm dénote a

(non-stable) opération associated with each relation in 2.4.

Let M be a manifold as in 2.2. Regarding U as a class mod 2, Qm is defined on U,
and with zéro indeterminacy when m=\. When ra 0, Qm has SqmHm(M2) as

indeterminacy subgroup. But if Mis symplectic them SqmHm(M2) 0, and so Qm(U)
will again be defined with zéro indeterminacy. By considering the universal examples
for Q and Q it is easily shown that, with ail thèse hypothèses on M, Qm can be chosen

S°that fi-(î0 O-«0. (2-5)

where Qm dénotes the spécifie choice of opération given in 2.2.

Thus, as our final step, we compute Qm(U). Let t:H*(M2)^>H*(M2) dénote the

isomorphism induced by interchanging the factors of M2.

Theorem 2.6. Let M be an m-manifold as in 2.2. // m is even assume that M is

symplectic. Then there is a mod 2 class AeHm{M2) such that #

a)

b) AvtA=%2M(ju®ju)>
c) Ùm is defined on A.
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The proof will be given in § 4.

ProofoflA and 1.3. By 2.3 and 2.5,

Now Ûm is a non-stable opération of degree m. By 2.6 c) Ù is defined on A and thus
also on tA. Therefore, by [7, cf. 2. 3],

Û(A + tA) Ù{A) + Û{tA) + AkjîA.
Since / is the identity on H2m(M2% we hâve by naturality,

Consequently, by 2.6 a) and b),

Qm(U) Ûm(A

But Ùm(U) I2M(jn®jLi)9 and so

which complètes the proof of 1.1 and 1.3.

3. Mod 2 vector spaces

Most of the work in proving Theorem 2.6 will corne in the case m even. This
section develops some simple facts about mod 2 vector spaces needed for this case.

The proof of 2.6 is then given in the next section.

Let F be a finite-dimensional mod 2 vector space. An endomorphism t of V is

called an involution if t2 l. An endomorphism d is called a boundary if d2=0.
Suppose that V has an involution t and a boundary d. We say that the pair (t, d) is

regular if
td dt, (3.1)

and
there are subspaces A, B in V such that

dB Q and V A® tA @dA ® tdA ®B® tB. (3.2)
Define

A t + l:V-+V.
Lemma 3.3. Let t be an involution on V and d a boundary such that the pair (t, d)

is regular. Then

(Ker d) n (Ker A) A (Ker d).

Proof. Because Vis sl Z2-module, A2=0. Also by 3.1, Ad=dA, and so
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We prove 3.3 by showing that the opposite inclusion holds. Let ve V be an élément
such that

dv 0, Av 0.
By 3.2 we can write v as

v ax + ta2 + da3 + tda4 4- bt 4- tb2,

where the a's are in A and the b's in 5. Since c/t;=O and dB=0, we must hâve

dat dfa2 =0.
Furthermore

Av (ax 4- «2) + (^i + *a2)

Since Av =0 this means, by 3.2, that

aj=a2, da3 da4, bî b2.
Therefore

t; /d(a! + da3 + bt), and d{ax + da3 + bj 0,

which complètes the proof.
Let X be a space whose total singular intégral homology module is finitely

generated. Let H*(X) dénote the mod 2 cohomology algebra of X. By the Kûnneth
theorem for cohomology,

H*(X2)xH*(X)®H*(X),
where X2=XxX.

Let t:H*(X2)~-+H*(X2) dénote the involutioninduced by transposing thefactors
of X2. We will call an élément veH*(X2) symmetric if Av=0, where A =f +1. Let

a=(a,,..., ocq) be a basis for H*(X2). An élément ve/f*(Z2) will be called symplectic
with respect to a if

where ail cn=0, l</<^.
Lemma 3.4. Let veH*(X2) be a symmetric class. Ifv is symplectic with respect to

one basis, then it is so with respect to any basis.

Proof. With respect to a second basis for H*(X)9 the matrix C=(cu) becomes a

matrix C" =(c- /), which is obtained from C by symmetric row and column opérations
[27, p. 188]. Thus C is also symmetric. Moreover each such pair of row and column
opérations leaves unchanged the diagonal éléments of C (since cu=0 and we are

working over Z2). Thus C remains symplectic, i.e., c{4=0, \<i<q. This complètes
the proof.

The main resuit of the section is the following.
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Proposition 3.5. Let veH2n(X2), n>0. Suppose that

Âv 0, Sq1t; O

and that v is symplectic. Then there is a cïass u such that

Au v, Sqlw 0.

Proof. Set d=$ql. Then d2=0 and td=dt. We choose a basis ai,...,ccq for
H*(X) so that for some integer r,

doLi ar+/, 1 < î < r,
^^ 0, 2r + 1 <j <q.

Defîne WcH*(X2) to be the subspace spanned by ail basis éléments a,00,, with
/t^/. Notice that the class v is in W because v is symplectic.

Now set s=q — 2r, and let bi=ai2r+h \<i<sy where r and q are given above.
Define A, Bc Wto be the subspaces spanned by the basis éléments shown below:

1 < i <j < r;
1 < ï <; < r;

Then, as is readily seen,

For any subspace UczH*(X2)i set U^UnH^X2), i>0. Notice that the classes

dat ® cch oii ® rfaf do not occur in A2 p, for any i, /? > 0. Thus

and so

(?*)

Suppose now that the class v, given in 3.5, has degree 2n, n>0. We set

V W2n®dW2n.
By and (**),

V ~A2n@tA2n@B2n®tB2n®dA2n®dtA2\

Consequently the pair (t, d) is regular on F. By hypothesis Av=0, dv=0, and so by
3.3 there is a class ueW2n such that

Au v, du Sqiu 0.
This complètes the proof.
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4. Proof of Theorem 2.6
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We retain the notation of §§2, 3. Let M be an m-manifold and let oci,...,<xq
be a basis for H* (M) (mod 2 coefficients). Define ytj to be the value of a, u a, on the
fundamental mod 2 homology class [M]. In particular ytj=O if deg at + deg a^ra;
and ylJ=yJl, \<i, j<q. Let Y be the qxq matrix (ytj) and set C=Y~1. Then by
Milnor [19],

where C=(clJ). Since Fis symmetric so is C.

Notice that q=x*M. By the hypothèses of 2.6, q is even, say q=2d. We choose

the basis {aj in a spécial way. Suppose first that m is odd, say m=2k+\. Let al9..., ad

be an arbitrary basis for the graded vector space

1 0

By Poincaré duality, H1 (M) and Hm 1{M) are orthogonally paired by the cup-product.
Consequently we can choose a basis fil9..., fid for

such that if deg a, H-deg /?, =m, then

Take as total basis for H*(M) the éléments {a1?..., ad, &,..., &}. Then the matrix Y
has the form shown below:

0 •'

7= l'
•' 0

l'
Thus C= F and so by (*) we obtain

à

U= Y a (4.1)

Suppose on the other hand that m is even, say m=2k + 2. Let {al5..., ar}, {/?i,...,
pr} be bases for the respective vector spaces

* o
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chosen as above so that

if degaf + deg^=w. Assume, as in 2.6, that M is symplectic. Then (see [28]) one
can choose a basis xl9..., xs, yl9..., ys for Hk+1(M) such that

xtuxj 0, y.u^ 0, XiUyj^ôijfi.
Now by définition

2(r + s) 4 2rf.
Set

<Xr + i Xf, pr + i y., l<i<S.
Then {al5..., ad, /?d,..., &} is a basis for H*(M) yielding as above

d

U= X ^«ft + ft®^. (4.2)

For m even or odd we set

A= la,® ft.

Then by (4.1) and (4.2), U=A + tA9 which proves 2.6 i). Now

u (^ ® <Xj) (a,^ ® pt (Xj) 0

unless /=/. For if deg al + deg^y=m, then by définition <xiKjflj=ôijfii, while if
deg af+ deg fij^m then one of the pairs a,/?,., /^a,- has degree greater than m and so
is zéro. Thus

since 2d=q=x+M. Therefore the class A satisfies 2.6 ii).
To prove 2.6 iii) we need the following lemma.

Lemma 4.3. Let M be an orientable manifold of dim m, m>\. Let ueHr(M)9
veHs{M), where r + s=m andO<r<s.

a) Suppose that m 0 mod 4. Ifr<s, then

<5*Sqw~2(w®i?) O.

Ifr=s9 then
d* Sqm"2(m ®v) <5*Sqr~2u ®v2 + u1 ® ô*Sqr"21;.

b) Suppose that m is odd. Ifr<s—\9 then

Sqm"1(«®t;) O.

Ifr=s-l9then
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c) Suppose that m is odd and that w2M—0. Then

The proof of (a) and (b) follows at once by the Cartan formula, using the fact
that//m(M;Z)^Z. Thus

We leave the détails of the proof to the reader. For (c) suppose that m =2k+1. Then
by Adem [2],

Sqw"1 Sq1 Sq2 k Sq1 Sq2 Sq2 k~l + e Sq2 k+ '
Sq2Sq2fe-1+£Sq1Sq2*

where s=0 or 1. But

Sq2/f2m"2(M2) 0, Sq1/f2m-1(M2)-0,

since w1M w2M=0. Therefore Sqm~l Sq1 Hm(M2)=0, as claimed, which complètes
the proof of the lemma.

Proof of 2.6 ni). We must show that the opération Qm is defined on the class A.

Case I : m 1 mod 4. By 2.4 this means we must show that

The first assertion follows by 4.3 (c). To prove the second assertion, we assume that
the basis al5..., ad is ordered so that

deg a, < deg <xl + l9 1 < i < q - 1.

Suppose that a,,..., ad are precisely those basis éléments with degree (m—1)/2. Then

by 4.3 (b),

where s— 1 =(m— l)/2. Consequently,

Now U=A + tA, and by § 2 we know that Sqm-1 ^=0, which means that

Sqm-1A + Sqm-1tA 0.

But, as is seen by the above calculation, Sqm~1A and Sqm~1tA occur in disjoint
summands of the bi-graded vector space H* (M) (g) H* (M). Namely, Sq"1"1^ has

bi-degree (m-l,m), while Sqm~1tA has bi-degree (m, m-l). Thus Sqm~1^=0, as

claimed, which complètes the proof of case I.
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Case II: m=0 mod 4. We will show that the class A can be replaced by a class B,
which will continue to satisfy 2.6 i) and ii) and for which

Thus the class B will satisfy 2.6 iii) (see 2.4) and so the proof of 2.6 will be completed.
By 4.1 (a) we see that <5*Sqm~2//w(M2)=0; for if the classes u and v in 4.1 (a)

hâve degree m/2, then u2 =v2 =0, since M is symplectic by hypothesis.
In gênerai it is not necessarily true that Sq1^ =0. Thus we must fînd a new class B9

satisfying 2.6 i) and ii), such that SqlB=0.
As usual we set A 1+1. Then A U=0, and so by 3.5 there is a class BeHm(M2)

such that

AB=U, SqiB 0.

Set D=B-A; since AA U\t foliows that AD =0. Moreover,

Since M is symplectic, an easy argument shows that M2 is too; therefore DuD=0.
In a moment we show that AuD=DvtA. This then implies that

Thus the class B satisfies 2.6 (i)-(iii), and so the proof of 2.6 is complète.
We are left with showing that Au D=Du tA. Bycommutativity of the cup-product,

A\jD=DkjA. Furthermore, since / is theidentity on H2m(M2), we hâve by natural-

ity of the cup-product,

But tD=D since AD=0. Thus, AuD=DutA as claimed.

5. The relative Thom complex

Let £ be an oriented «-plane bundle over a space B and suppose that £ has a

Riemannian metric [19, p. 21]. Dénote by E, E1 the respective subspaces of the total

space of £ consisting of those vectors of norm < 1 and those of norm 1. (In order to
avoid confusion we may sometimes write thèse spaces as E(Ç), E1 (£).) We define the

Thom complex T(Ç) to be E/E1.
Let Br be a space a.ndf:B'-+B a map. Let/*£ dénote the bundle over B' induced

from £ by/. Give/*^ the induced Riemannian metric. Then the natural bundle map
-*£ induces a map
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Let B" be a second space and g:B"->Bf a map. Then, up to homeomorphism,

Suppose that A is a subspace of B. Then the inclusion AczB induces an inclusion

cr({), where ÇA=Ç\A. Thus, if/:(£', ^')-K^ A)is a maP of pairs, we obtain
a map of pairs

Now let UeHn(E, E1) dénote the Thom class of the bundle Ç and let p:E->B
dénote the projection. Thom shows that the homomorphism

Hi(B)^Hn"i(E,El)9
given by x-+p*xvU, is an isomorphism (/>0). Since the pair (E, E1) enjoys the

homotopy-extension property (e.g., we can regard E as the mapping cylinder of
p\Ex)9 the collapsing map (E, £'1)-^(r(^),*) induces an isomorphism in cohomology.
Following Thom we define

to be the composite isomorphism. We prove4)

Lemma 5.2. Let A be a closed subspace of B. Set TB=T(Ç), TA T(ÇA). Then there

is a homomorphism ^ A) _, H^{Tb, ta)

with the following properties.
a) The following diagram is commutative:

Hère i*, j* dénote homomorphisms induced by inclusions and ô is the coboundary

operator.
b) ij/ByA is an isomorphism for ail q.

c) Letf:(B', A')->(B, A) be a map ofpairs. Then the following diagram commutes:

H"(B, A) f- >H«(B', A')

H«+"(TB,TA)-

Tiff
4) The resuit is well known, but I am unaware of a référence.
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d) Let xeH*(B, A), mod 2 coefficients. Then,

Sqfc</^(*)= Z *B

Proof: Foliowing Spanier we define the relative Thom pair of the bundles (£, £x)
to be the pair (£, EAuEl% where £x =£({i4). Let /?':(£, EA)-+(B, A) dénote the
projection. Notice that if xeHl{B, A), then

p'*xu
and so we obtain a homomorphism

VB,A:Hi(B,A)->Hn + i{E,EAKjEl), *>0.

If v4 is empty then \j/'BfA is simply the isomorphism \jjB given above.

Notice that if we collapse E1 to a point in the pair (E, EakjEx) we obtain the pair
TB, TA). Thus by the 5-lemma the collapsing map induces an isomorphism

H*(E9EAuEl)*H*{TB9TA).

We define ^BtA:H\B, A)-+H" + i(TB, TA) to be the composition of i/^>A with the

isomorphism given above. The properties of \j/BfA will then follow from the analogous
properties of \jtBiA. We proceed to develop the properties of ijsB,A.

By Spanier [23, 5.4.9] we see that there is a coboundary operator

so that the following diagram commutes and has exact rows.

B, A.
Y

A

(Because E and EA are disk bundles the excision properties required in [23] are easily

seen to be satisfied.) Since \I/B and \//A are isomorphisms, it follows from the 5-lemma
that \l/BtA is an isomorphism.

Suppose that f:(B\ A')->(B, A). Then one easily sees that / induces a map
/:(EB.9 EA, uEl)^(E, EA uE1), where Ew =E(f* Ç), EA, =E(f* ^). Thus the following

diagram commutes:

Hq(B, A) £ >Hq(B\ A')

Hq+n(E, EA u E1) >Hq+n(EB>, EA, u EB).
/*
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Suppose finally that xeH*(B, A). Then

Ii+j=k

(Hère w,£ dénotes they-th Stiefel-Whitney class of ^,;>0.) The proof of 5.2 now
follows from thèse properties of \j/'B A and the définition of il/B>A.

Remark. As indicated in § 2, we sometimes will regard the Thom class U as an
élément of//B(r(<9,*)-i.e., C/=^B(l)-and then we write ij/B(x) U-x, for xeHl(B).

6. Lifting the Postnikov invariant

We suppose now that ail spaces hâve basepoint (written *), and that ail maps
préserve basepoints.

Let B, B' be complexes, and n\B'-*B a map. Let weHn(B; /), where J—Z or
Zp, p a prime. Suppose that w^0 but that 7i* w =0. We regard w as a map B-+K(J, n)
and let

dénote the principal fibration over B induced by w. (See [26]). Since tt* w =0, there is a

map q.B'-*E such thatpq n. That is, we hâve the following commutative diagram,
where F=QK(J,n):

F

Let keH*(E9 Zp) be a class such that g*fc=0. In our applications n will be a fiber

map and A: will be a Postinikov invariant for n, However in this section we consider k
in the more gênerai setting given above, and we study the problem of expressing such

a class k in terms of cohomology invariants determined by B.

Suppose that k has degree t. We assume that the mod p cohomology morphism n*
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is surjective in degree t and that t<2n — 2. Then there is an élément a of the mod p
Steenrod algebra such that

i*k ai,

where i dénotes the fondamental class of QK(J9 n).
For simplicity we now assume that/7 =2. We will say the class w is realizable if:
(6.1) there is a vector bundle Ç over B (o/dim s, say) such that

Furthermore, ifJ=Z, we assume that w^O mod 2.

Let T and U dénote the Thom complex and class of the bundle <J. If y is any space
and g: Y-+B a map, we let TY, UY dénote the Thom complex and class of g*{.

Recall the cohomology opération a given above. We will say that the pair (w, a)
is admissible if the following conditions are fulfilled.

(6.2) There is a relation

which holds on intégral cohomology classes of degree <s.
(6.3) There is a secondary cohomology opération Q associated with relation 6.2 such

that
Q(UB,)=T(n)*M9

where M is a coset in Hs+t(T) of the indeterminacy subgroup ofQ.
Remark 1. If n is odd and J=Z, then in 6.1 we regard wn as ô*wn-i9 while in 6.2,

we regard Sqw as ^*Sq"~1.
Remark 2. Recall that for any space X, Q has indeterminacy subgroup a H* (X; J).
Define kczH^E) to be the coset of k with respect to the subgroup

Kernel q* n Kernel i* n Hf(E).
We prove

Theorem 6.4. Let (w, oc) be an admissible pair as defined above. Then there is a
class k'ex and a class me H* {B) such that

UB-meM and UE-(k' + p* m)eQ(UE).

Before giving the proof we note the following conséquence.
Let X be a complex and h;X-*B a map. Suppose that h*w=0. Then there is a

map l:X-*E such that p°l=h. By naturality we obtain from 6.4,

Corollary 6.5. For any such map l, VV(/*kf+h*m)eQ(Ux).
We précède the proof of 6.4 with some remarks. Consider the following commuta-

tive diagram, with the notation defined below.
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TF QK(J,n + s)

\t< l«

TE-f
Tq Tp/ ^

TB

Tn

The left hand portion of the diagram is obtained from diagram (*) by taking the Thom
complex of the various bundles induced from £. Commutativity foliows from 5.1.

The map p in the above diagram is the principal fibration induced by the cohomology
class il/B(w). By 5.2 (c),

and so the map Tp lifts to a map/as shown.

Let î dénote the fundamental class of QK(J, n-\-s). At the end of the section we

prove

Lemma 6.6. There is a class keHt+s(Ê) such that

Moreover, if fc dénotes the coset in Ht+S(Ê) ofk with respect to the subgroup

Kernel î* n Kernel (/° T q)* n Ht+S(Ê),
then

f*Hc Ue-k.
We use 6.6 to prove 6.4.

Proof of Theorem 6.4. Since w wn£) it follows from Thom (see 5.2d) that

Thus we can regard the map i//B(w):TB-+K(J, n + s) as the composite of the following
maps:

where is dénotes the fundamental class of K(Z, s).

Let/: TE->Ê be the map given in diagram (**). Set f=Tqof: TW-*Ê, and consider
the following commutative diagram, where the notation is explained below:
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QK(J, n + s) QK(J, n + s)

f l' !¦

TB >TB

Tn U

The map r is the principal fibration with Sq" /s as classifying map, and / is the fiber
inclusion. Since p is defined to be the fibration with \pB(w) as classifying map and since

^b(w) Sq" U, we may regard p as the fibration induced by U from r. Thus v is simply
the natural map for the induced fibration.

Notice that Fis the universal space for the opération Q. Let weHt+s(Y) dénote a

représentative class for Q, chosen according to the spécifie choice of Q given in 6.3.

Set ko=v*œeHt+s(Ê). Since j*œ=(xi, we hâve î*Â:0=aî. Furthermore,

f*koeQ(Tn*U)=:Q(UB,).

But by 6.3 there is then a class meH^B) such that

U-meM and /*/c0 T7r*(l/-m).
Set k'0=k0-p*(U'm). Then,

î*k'o î*k0 - î*p*(U-m) î*fc0 olÎ î*k,
f*k'o=f*ko-/*p*(U-rn)=f*ko-Tn*(U'm) 0.

Consequently, by définition of the coset £, k'oeû. On the other hand koeQ(p*U)
and so

k'0+p*(U-tn)eQ(p*U).

By 6.6 there is a class k'EKcH^E) such that

f*k>0 uE.
Therefore, by naturality,

UE'(k' + p*m)e
since

pf= Tp, Tp* U= UE9 Tp*(U'm) UE-p*m.

Thus k* is the desired class and the proof of 6.4 is complète.
We are left with proving 6.6. Before so doing we prove a preliminary resuit. Let £,

be the .y-plane bundle over B given in 6.1. Now it is easily seen that the Thom complex
of £|* is simply an ,s-sphere Ss, which we may regard as embedded in TB. Since the
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liber map p : E-+ B maps F to * in B, it follows that Tp(TF) Ssa TB. Furthermore the
map \j/Bw: TB-+K(J,n + s) can be chosen so that ^5w(Ss) * in K(J, n + s). Since Ê
is the fiber space induced by \j/Bw, it follows that Ss is embedded in Ê in a natural
way. Set K=K(J,n+s). Then, p-l{Ss) QKxSsaÊ, and diagram (**) gives the
commutative diagram shown below, where bold face letters dénote maps of pairs.

(TE,TF)-~-*(Ê,QKxSs)

(TB,SS) (TB,SS).

Set g=f\ TF: TF->QKxSs. We use the above diagram to prove
Lemma 6.7. g*(î® 1) mod 2=^F(/) mod 2, where i and / dénote respectively the

fundamental classes for QK and F.

Proof Let p:(E, F)->(B9*) dénote the map of pairs determined by p. Since/? has

w as classifying map, we hâve

(a) ôi -
and similarly,

(b) ô(î®l) -p*il/B*(w)eHn+s(Ê,QK xSs).
Therefore by naturality and the commutative diagram above

Sg*(î ® 1) t*ô(t ® 1) - f*p*^Bw - T* ^(w
By 5.2 (c) and by (a) above,

But by 5.2 (a), \l/E,F(ôi) ô\l/f(i). Thus, we obtain

O ® 1)) ^F(0 in Hn+S(TE9 TF; J).

By Serre [21, p. 469], p*H>^0 mod 2 since (by 6.1) w^O mod 2. Thus by (a) above
and 5.2 (a),

ô:Hn+s-i(TF;Z2)->Hn+s(TE,TF;Z2)

is injective and so g*(î® l) \l/F(i) mod 2, as claimed.

Proof of 6.6. Since w wllf, it follows by Thom that

^Bw Sq"Ml) Sq"l7.

Let a be the mod 2 Steenrod opération given at the neginning of the section. By 6.2,

aSqn=0 and so oc^Bw=O. Applying the Serre exact séquence [21, p. 468] to the
fibration p (see diagram (**)), we see that by exactness there is a class keHt+s(Ê)

hthtsuchthat
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Furthermore, by using the exact séquence given in § 3 of [26] (with respect to the map
f°Tq:TB'-*Ê) it is easily shown that £ can be chosen so that, in addition, T*f*fc=0.

Now the inclusion î:QKaÊ can be factored into the composite

where / is the natural injection and where j is the inclusion. Since

it follows that

Let kieHt(E) be the unique class such that

We will show that ktGK9 which then will complète the proof of 6.6.

Using 5.2 we hâve:

lV**fci Tq*{UE'kx) Tq*f*k 0.

Therefore, q*kt =0. On the other hand,

UF-i*kl Ti*(UB-kl)=T?f*K.

But by définition of g and 3,f-Ti=}-g. Thus

Tl*/^ gTÉ g'(«0®l)),
by the above computation. By 6.7,

g*(a(î®l)) ag*(î®l) a^F(O.

Now the bundle i*p*Ç is trivial and so by 5.2 (d),

Also, by définition,

Therefore

^(aï-i*/c1) 0

and so i*kt =ai. Consequently, kt€K, which complètes the proof of 6.6.

Remark 3. The theory leading up to 6.4 can be generalized in the following way.
The single cohomology class w can be replaced by a vector of cohomology classes

w=(w1,...,wa), with n*Wi=0. By making the appropriate changes in 6.1-6.3 one
then can state a more gênerai version of 6.4 so that it includes, for example, Theorem
3.3.2 of [15] as a spécial case.
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Remark 4. Theorem 6.4 (as well as the generalization suggested above) is a spécial
case of Theorem 5.9 in [27]. The Thom class U is a "generating class" for k, in the
language of § 5 of [27].

7.Proofof2.2

Let n be an integer greater than three and set

B' BS0(n - 1), B BS0(n + 1).

For any group G we let BG dénote the classifying space for G defined by Milnor
21]. We dénote the various rotation groups by S0(q), q>2.) The inclusion S0(n - 1)

czSQ(n +1) induces a map n\B'-*B. If we regard n as a liber map, its fiber is the
Stiefel manifold Vn+lt2.

Let X be a complex. Then a map Ç.X-+B can be regarded as an oriented («+1)-
plane bundle over X Moreover this bundle has two linearly independent cross-sections

iff the map £ can be factored through B' via n.
We construct a Postnikov resolution for the map n, through dimension n+1, as

shown below.

-K(J,n).
n w

Hère

J Z2, vv wny, if n even

J Z, w c)*wM_17, if n odd,

where y dénotes the canonical («+ l)-plane bundle over B. The map/? is the principal
fibration with w as classifying map, and / is the inclusion of the fiber ofp into E.

Let F dénote the "fiber" of the map q (in the sensé of [9]). By the choice of w, we

see that F is («— l)-connected and that

nnF=Z2 or Z®Z2,

according to whether n is even or odd. Let yneHn(F; Z2) dénote the fundamental
class if n is even; for n odd let it dénote the cohomology class corresponding to the

homomorphism Z®Z2-*Z2 given by projection on the right hand summand.

Let keHn+1(E; Z2) dénote the transgression of the class yn. Then (see [10], [26]),

where / dénotes the fundamental class of K(J, n-l). Moreover, a simple argument
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using the transgression operator (e.g., see [18]) shows that

Kernel i* n Kernel q*nHn+i(E) \ ' W eVen
(7.1)

[P wn+i> n odd.

Let £ be a bundle over a complex X as above, and suppose that Ç*w=0. Then the

map £ lifts to the space JE1. We define

where the union is over ail maps n:X-+E such that pn Ç. It is easily shown (see [14],
[26]) that if « is even then Ç\Xn+l lifts to Bf iff0e*({), while if n is odd then Ç\Xtt + 1

lifts to B' iff x(£)=0 and 0e*;(<*). In particular, £\Xn lifts to £'.
Furthermore, by a standard argument ([14], [26]), one sees that k(Ç) is a coset in

Hn+1(X) of the subgroup SW+1(X, £) consisting of ail classes of the form

for ail Me/f""1^; J). In particular if Sq2u uvw2Ç for ail such w, then &(<!;) consists

of a single class. We use the theory of § 6 to compute the coset

At the end of the section we prove

Lemma 7.2. Let n — 1, or 0 mod 4, «>4. 77/ew f/*e opération Qn+i (see § 2)
be chosen so that

where UB> dénotes the Thom class ofn*y.
By définition, w is realizable as given in 6.1. Furthermore by relation 2.1 and by

7.2 it follows that the pair (w, Sq2) is admissible, in the sensé of 6.2 and 6.3. (To
satisfy 6.3 we need only observe that n* : H* (B)-*H* (Bf) is surjective.)

Let Tx, Ux dénote the Thom complex and Thom class for the bundle £( £*y).
If Sn+1(X9 i)=0, then one easily sees that Sq2H2n(Tx; J)=0. Therefore, if £*w=0,
then On+1 is defined on Ux with zéro indeterminacy.

Notice that by 7.1 k is a coset of 0 if n is even, while if n is odd k is a coset of the

subgroup generated by p*wn+l. Thus by 6.5 and 7.2, we hâve

Theorem 7.3. Let £ be an orientée (n+l)-plane bundle over X such that

<fw 0, S"+1(*,0 0.
Then

with zéro indeterminacy, where Qn+l is given in 7.2, where bn + leZ29 and where bn+1=0

if n is even.

Proof of 2.2. Take X to be a spin manifold M of dim m =«+1, and take £ t,
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its tangent bundle. If n=4s~l, Massey shows that <5*w4s_2t=0. If n=4s9 we
assume (as in 2.2) that w4st=0. Thus in either case t*w=0 and so t restricted to Mn
has 2 independent cross-sections - Le., there is a tangent 2-field on M with isolated

singularises. By Wu [29], Sn + Î(M, r)=0. Thus the class k(x) is independent of the

particular choice of 2-field. In the language of § 2, k(r)=(I2M)fi and so 2.2 follows
directly from 7.3 since w2 M=0, and since we assume (in 2.2) that wmM=0, when m
is even.

Proof of 1.2. We recall the following facts about Thom complexes, due to
Atiyah [4].

(7.4) (Atiyah). Let X be a complex and let n be a vector bundle over X. Let s dénote

(in gênerai) the trivial Une bundle. Then

T(n®e) ZT(t1), U(rj ® s) I U(rj),

where I dénotes the reduced suspension operator and where T, U dénote the appropriate
Thom complex and Thom class. Furthermore, if xgH*(X), then

Let y' dénote the canonical (« —l)-plane bundle over the classifying space B'.
Then

7C*y /©2e,
and so by 7.4,

TB, Z2T\ UB, Z2U\

where T\ U' dénote the Thom complex and class of y'. Also by 7.4 we hâve

^'•(w2w/J_1) ^2(^-w2wn_1).
But

Z2(U'-w2wn_l) ï2(Uf'Sq2Uf),

since Sq2 U' U'-w29 Ur-wn..x =SqM"1 U'=(U')2 mod 2. Thus

and so 7.2 is simply a spécial case of the following resuit.

Lemma 7.5. Let X be a complex and let ueHm~2(X\ m 0 or 1 mod 4. Then Qm

is definedon Z2u andQm can be chosen so that

Z2(wSq2u)eQm(Z2u),

Proof. The proof is similar to that given by Mahowald-Peterson for Theorem
2.2.1 in [15], and so is omitted.
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